IEEE Green Energy Conference  
March 22, 2024, 6 am PDT 
Live Stream Seattle Washington 

Join us for a day of immersion in the Green Energy technologies. How is AI (artificial intelligence) playing an important role in maintaining, constructing DERs (Distributed Energy Resources)? How do we manage these massive government green energy funding projects? How can you get your very own microgrid – solar wind battery energy storage system at low or no cost? Hydrogen and fusion coming on to the Green Energy scene. What are the updates? How can you play a valuable role in reducing GHG (Green House Gases)? Solar powered, Autonomous, energy storage pods. How are we planning our moon and mars missions with Green Energy? Find out more at our IEEE Green Energy Conference. Sign up today! REGISTER 

Register at: 
https://events.vtools.ieee.org/m/405975 
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